public employees, who are. subject to the protections of the United States Constitution under the state action doctrine. 1 " Legal challenges to public sector testing programs alleging that testing violates the constitutional guarantee against unreasonable searches and seizures" 1 have been successful in several employment contexts. 2 Such challenges usually are resolved by balancing the individual's interest in privacy against the public interest in having an unimpaired public workforce." The emerging judicial consensus is that a public employee may be compelled to submit a urine sample when there are reasonable grounds to suspect that she is using illegal drugs. 1 4 In addition, some courts have held that the sensitive nature of an employee's occupation can severely diminish her reasonable expectation of privacy. 5 But the legal problems raised by drug testing do not end with the question of whether or not an employer can test. Many, if not most, public employees have recognized "property" rights in their jobs."" Some courts also recognize a liberty interest in one's reputation that can be damaged by the reporting of a positive drug test result. 17 In general, a public employer cannot deprive its employees of these rights without due process of law. 18 Therefore, even where drug testing is found to be "reasonable" in light of some state interest, there remains an issue of whether an employer's actions in response to positive test results are consistent with the employee's constitutional due process rights.
This Comment argues that the procedural protections presently available to most public employees who are subject to drug testing are the Constitution), vacated, 816 F.2d 170 (5th Cir. 1987).
"0 Constitutional freedoms are effective against government agencies, as well as some private entities acting under state authority; see 2 R. ROTUNDA, J. NOWAK & J. YOUNG, TREATISE ON CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: SUBSTANCE AND PROCEDURE § 16.3, at 171-79 (1986) (describing "state action" doctrine). Some of the constitutional issues discussed in this Comment are relevant to private sector employees who are tested for drug use under color of state or federal law. See, e.g., Shoemaker v. Handel, 795 F.2d 1136, 1138 (3d Cir.) (jockeys at private tracks subject to testing by state racing commission), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 577 (1986); 49 C.F.R. § 219 (1986) (Federal Railroad Administration authorizes railroads to test employees as means of enforcing federal safety standards).
n U.S. CONST. amend. IV. 12 See infra notes 27-32 and accompanying text. s See, e.g., Division 241 Amalgamated Transit Union v. Suscy, 538 F.2d 1264, 1267 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 1029 (1976) (finding that the interest in protecting the public by ensuring that bus and train operators are fit to perform their jobs outweighs the employees' privacy interest when testing is done only following accidents or on suspicion of drug or alcohol use).
14 See infra notes 24-32 and accompanying text.
'
See infra notes 34-51 and accompanying text. 10 See infra notes 87-98 and accompanying text. 17 See infra notes 99-108 and accompanying text. iS See infra notes 97-99 and accompanying text.
[Vol. 135: 1623 constitutionally inadequate. Part I discusses the legality of drug testing based on a fourth amendment analysis, with particular attention to current testing programs in the federal government. Part II outlines the public employee's property and liberty interests upon which drug testing programs may infringe, and frames the issue of what process is due the drug-tested employee in terms of the Supreme Court's three-part balancing test in Mathews v. Eldridge. 1 9 Part II also considers the Court's rejection of positivist due process analysis in Cleveland Board of Education v. Loudermill. 2° Part III discusses the unreliability of available testing methods and the employee's interest in avoiding being falsely branded a drug abuser, and proposes more stringent procedural requirements than have previously been recognized for employer actions based on positive employee drug test results.
I. THE LEGALITY OF DRUG TESTING OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
If an employer cannot test its employees for drug use, the question of what process is due those employees who test positive is, of course, moot. However, a growing body of jurisprudence in state and lower federal courts indicates that under some conditions public employee drug testing can withstand constitutional scrutiny. This Part describes the circumstances under which a public agency can test its employees for drugs and the prospects for judicial approval of some prominent newly-proposed testing programs.
A. The Fourth Amendment Jurisprudence of Public Employee Drug Testing
From the earliest case dealing with drug testing of civilian public employees, 2 " all courts addressing the issue have recognized urinalysis tests as "searches" within the meaning of the fourth amendment. 2 " Therefore, in order for such tests to be permissible, they must be "reasonable." 23 Courts have analyzed the reasonableness of such searches in several ways, balancing employee privacy interests against public safety, workplace safety, and efficiency interests. valid only where there was a "reasonable, objective basis" for suspecting her of illegal drug use." 3 More troublesome are cases in which courts have upheld drug testing absent reasonable suspicion. These courts have found a diminished expectation of privacy based, not on a specific suspicion that an employee is using drugs, but on the general nature of the employee's job. For example, in Shoemaker v. Handel" the Third Circuit upheld the random testing of jockeys by the New Jersey Racing Commission. There was no reasonable suspicion or issue of public safety as in Division 241. 8 5 Instead, the court relied on the administrative search exception to the warrant requirement carved out by the Supreme Court for heavily regulated industries, and held that the heavy regulation of horse racing to maintain the appearance and reality of integrity diminished the jockeys' reasonable expectations of privacy and justified a random testing program." 6 Shoemaker has been called "enigmatic" and has been "rejected or distinguished by all of the courts that have dealt with the mandatory drug testing of law enforcement personnel. '37 However, it has been cited favorably by some courts. For example, in McDonell v. Hunter" the Eighth Circuit held that prison officials could test "uniformly or by systematic random selection" those employees who had regular contact with inmates in medium or maximum security prisons. 39 The court allowed testing absent a warrant or reasonable suspicion based, not on the heavy regulation of the industry as in Shoemaker, but on an institutional interest in prison security. The court noted prison guards' diminished expectations of privacy because of the sensitive nature of their jobs, ' 0 and stated its belief that blanket testing is an intrusion that "society will accept as reasonable."' 1 33 86 Op. Md. Att'y Gen. 055 (1986) (WESTLAW, MD-AG database).
795 F.2d 1136 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 577 (1986). 15 See supra notes 24-26 and accompanying text. Similarly, when considering a Customs Service program of testing applicants for certain security-sensitive positions, one Fifth Circuit judge questioned the validity of the reasonable suspicion requirement for any law enforcement personnel. Concurring with the majority opinion, which denied a stay of an injunction against drug testing absent reasonable suspicion, Judge Higginbotham remarked that, given the practice of testing and background checks required for so many government jobs, whether any expectations of privacy by these job applicants were objectively reasonable is dubious at best. Certainly, to ride with the cops one ought to expect inquiry, and by the surest means, into whether he is a robber. von Raab. 43 Although the majority vacated the district court's injunction against the testing, it departed somewhat from Judge Higginbotham's reasoning. The court noted that the "power to take those steps necessary to carry on the business of government is not, of course, without limits. . . . [T]he government cannot, therefore, undertake searches of its employees simply by making consent a condition of employment." '44 The von Raab court further stated that a purely administrative search was "not per se reasonable." But it held, after weighing the need for the test against its intrusiveness, that drug testing of employees seeking positions in drug law enforcement was reasonable even absent individualized suspicion. The court thus held that the nature of the job applied for diminished the employees' reasonable expectations of privacy. 48 This conclusion was based partly on the position's being a sensitive one, 4 ' and partly on its being analogous to -a job in a heavily 46 Id. at 180 ("Individuals seeking employment in drug interception know that inquiry may be made concerning their off-the-job use of drugs and that the tolerance usually extended for private activities does not extend to them if investigation discloses their use of drugs."). 47 See id. at 173.
[Vol. 135:1623 regulated industry. 4 In this way, the von Raab decision encompassed the rationales of both McDonell and Shoemaker.
One case seems to suggest that any employer may test its employees without probable cause or reasonable suspicion of drug use even if the employment is not in a heavily regulated industry or a sensitive position. In Allen v. City of Marietta, 4 a district court implied that a public employer's interest in an efficient workplace always outweighs an employee's expectation of privacy. 50 The reasoning in Allen conflicts with that in many drug testing cases, 5 " although the circuit court in 48 See id. at 179-80.
49 601 F. Supp. 482 (N.D. Ga. 1985) . " The court held that the employees-public utility workers-had no legitimate expectation of privacy on the job from urinalysis because the government has the same right as any private employer to oversee its employees and investigate potential misconduct relevant to the employee's performance of his duties. Thus, a government employee's superiors might legitimately search her desk. . . for the proprietary purpose of preventing future damage to the agency's ability to discharge effectively its statutory responsibilities.
Id. at 491. Therefore, the court concluded that the city "has a right to make warrantless searches of its employees for the purpose of determining whether they are using or abusing drugs which would affect their ability to perform safely their work with hazardous chemicals." Id. The case could have been decided under the reasonable suspicion standard, because the employees challenging the drug testing had been seen smoking marijuana on the job. See 201, 216-17 (1986) , states the rule emerging from the cases following Division 241 as requiring that the "employee [be] in a position where the impairment of his or her faculties presents a clear and present danger to the physical safety of the employee, another employee, or a member of the public," and that there be reasonable suspicion that such employee is under the influence while in such position. This rule does not account for the Allen court's emphasis on the employer's right to search "for the proprietary purpose of preventing future damage to the agency's ability to discharge effectively its statutory responsibilities." Allen, 601 F. Supp. at 491. Although the plaintiffs in Allen were in safety-sensitive positions, and there was a reasonable suspicion that they were smoking marijuana on duty, the court did not find these facts necessary to its decision. Rather, it implied that the city could search any employee who worked with hazardous materials.
Additionally, the Eighth Circuit's decision in McDonell, written subsequent to Miller's article, indicated that reasonable suspicion was not needed for urinalysis tests, assuming the tests were done uniformly or by systematic random selection, where workplace safety would be endangered by employee drug abuse. 809 F.2d at 1308. Thus, Miller's rule is more restrictive than some courts are willing to be.
McDonell cited Allen favorably. 52 In fact, the Allen court's reasoning has been rejected by the Supreme Court in O'Connor v. Ortega. 5 " In O'Connor, a case involving the search of an employee's desk and file cabinets, the Court noted that "[w]e have no occasion in this case to . . . address the proper Fourth Amendment analysis for drug and alcohol testing of employees."" Nonetheless, eight members of the Court did "reject the contention . . . that public employees can never have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their place of work." '55 The Court found that the plaintiff in O'Connor did have a reasonable expectation of privacy in his desk and file cabinets, and five Justices found that he had such an expectation in his office as a whole. " However, the Court reversed the court of appeals' summary judgment that the search in question was unreasonable. 5 If an employee has a legitimate expectation of privacy in her workplace, it follows that she has at least an equal expectation of privacy in her bodily fluids. The plurality in O'Connor suggested that, when such an expectation exists, the proper standard for initiating a warrantless search is reasonable suspicion. 58 The plurality also held that even when no warrant was required, "both the inception and the scope of the [search] must be reasonable." '59 However, the plurality noted that, "[g]iven the great variety of work environments in the public sector, the question of whether an employee has a reasonable expectation of privacy must be addressed on a case-by-case basis." ' employees in all executive agencies in the federal government. 6 5 Specifically, the order authorizes the head of each executive agency to test an employee for illegal drug use when "there is a reasonable suspicion that any employee uses illegal drugs," 6 or as part of the investigation of an accident or unsafe work practice. 6 This policy accords with even the most restrictive judicial rulings on drug testing. But the order also requires each agency head to establish a program for testing any employees in broadly defined "sensitive positions," with the agency head to determine the conditions and manner of testing.
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Executive Order 12,564 was intended to have, and probably will have, significance beyond the federal workforce. 6 9 Therefore, the permissibility of testing programs developed by its authority will affect all drug testing of public employees. The order's most questionable provision, that dealing with employees in "sensitive positions," could be upheld under the rationales of Shoemaker and McDonell. With respect to any of the employees falling under this provision, the government could advance a public safety interest in avoiding impairment at least as great as the interest on which the racing commission relied in Shoemaker. 0 And, as in McDonell and von Raab, it is quite possible that many courts would find a diminished expectation of privacy among these employees such that blanket or random testing would not be deemed an unreasonable search." In addition, this provision seems to be exactly 65 3 C.F.R. 224 (1987). The order applies to employees in any "employing unit or authority of the Federal government" except for the armed forces, Postal Service, Postal Rate Commission, and the judicial and legislative branches. Id. 66 Id. Read literally, this provision means that the agency can test any employee if there is reason to suspect that any employee uses illegal drugs; the suspicion need not be reasonable as to the specific employee being tested. The fact sheet issued with the order is clearer, stating that an employee can be tested "when there is a reasonable suspicion that the employee uses illegal drugs. Assuming that all or part of the testing required by the order is consistent with the fourth amendment, the procedures it prescribes before and after testing become important. Thus far, only the Departments of Defense, Transportation, and Justice have announced programs to comply with Executive Order 12,564." The Defense and Transportation plans could probably withstand fourth amendment attack under the reasoning of Shoemaker and McDonell, since they allow for testing only when there is reasonable suspicion or when the employee's position has a direct effect on safety or security. 4 However, a district court has enjoined a Defense Department program of testing civilian employees devised prior to the release of Executive Order 12,564. The court in American Federation of Government Employees v. Weinbergere 5 ruled that it would permit testing of civilian police officers on the base in question only where there was reasonable suspicion or "where accidents involving government property have occurred." The opinions in O'Connor leave open both the possibility that no warrantless drug testing will be allowed without reasonable suspicion, and the possibility that the Supreme Court may adopt an analysis of drug testing similar to that in McDonell.
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Even if the courts were to abandon the approaches of Shoemaker, MeDonell, and von Raab somewhat, there is another theory under which blanket or random drug testing could be found constitutional. In the context of an "administrative search," the Supreme Court has held that the general need to inspect buildings for fire and health hazards can be weighed in determining whether there is probable cause to issue a warrant for an individual building. 7 it would require that a judge rule on the need for it before rather than after the fact." 1 Though many courts may not go as far as the Allen court did and hold that an agency's ability to discharge its statutory duty always outweighs an employees privacy interest, 8 2 they might agree that the general danger posed by drugs in some workplaces is sufficient probable cause to warrant a search of each employee. It should be noted, however, that random or blanket testing allowed by such warrants would require guidelines limiting the discretion of the people conducting the tests, especially with regard to the selection of employees to be tested. 80 That showing of a need to detect drug use might require evidence of a drug problem at the particular workplace rather than a showing of a drug problem in society in general. See McDonell, 809 F.2d at 1311 (Lay, C.J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) ("Neither the environment of the prison workplace nor a well-meant desire to stem the use of illicit drugs should be used to tip the balance of Fourth Amendment interests in favor of the state without factual findings on the record to prove the institution's real needs.").
" The Camara Court cited three factors supporting the reasonableness of the area search in question in that case. One of these factors, that the searches were "neither personal in nature nor aimed at the discovery of evidence of crime," Camara, 387 U.S. at 537, does not apply to drug urinalysis testing. Another factor was the "long history of judicial and public acceptance" of area house safety inspections. Id. While drug testing may not have such a history, neither does it have a long history of public disapproval. It is simply a phenomenon that has not existed long enough for there to be a "historical" public attitude toward it. Finally, the Camara Court noted that "the public demands that all dangerous conditions be prevented or abated, yet it is doubtful that any other canvassing technique would achieve acceptable results." Id. This factor seems directly applicable to urinalysis for drug use. Provided that such safeguards are present, an administrative search warrant is one more means by which public employers can evade fourth amendment objections to testing of their employees for drug use.
Whether an employer tests only on reasonable suspicion, on an employee's reduced expection of privacy, or on an administrative search warrant, it should be apparent that constitutional challenges to drug testing itself are likely to be unsuccessful in many employment contexts. Therefore, many public employees will continue to be subject to mandatory drug testing. The next Part discusses how due process considerations come into play when such employees are tested.
II. DUE PROCESS RIGHTS OF THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEE
The fifth and fourteenth amendments provide that no person shall be deprived of "life, liberty, or property" without due process of law." The Supreme Court has arrived at an understanding of how one acquires a "property" right in one's status vis-a-vis the government-that is, one's position in a legal relationship to the government. The Court is less clear, however, on what government actions, other than actual confinement, infringe protected liberty interests. This Part sets out the property and liberty interests that are at stake when a public agency takes action against its employees on the basis of a drug test. It then describes the analysis the Supreme Court has prescribed for determining what procedures the due process clauses require in a given situation.
A. Employment as "Property"
Until the 1950's, courts recognized a distinction between "rights" stemming from the text of the Constitution or the common law, and "privileges" granted by the government. 85 The latter, including positions in government service, could be removed without recourse on the part of the holder. 8 6
See also Shoemaker, 795 F.2d at 1143 (fact that scheme of tests leaves administrator with no discretion one of factors in reasonableness of search). It has been suggested that a proper standard for allowing warrantless drug testing is that of "business emergency." An employer would be allowed to test if an employee objectively appeared to be under the influence and the nature of the employee's work made it likely that chemical impairment would cause. injury. The end of the right-privilege distinction was gradual, but it was effectively complete by 1967.8' This change in the Court's view of the government's relations with individuals was of course necessary for the development of today's due process protection of employment rights. But it was not sufficient without some legal doctrine by means of which employees could enforce their rights in court. 88 The appearance of the "entitlement" theory-the idea that the holder of a governmentally bestowed benefit has rights in that benefit analogous to traditional rights in real and personal property-was also a needed step. The entitlement theory emerged with Charles Reich's article, The New Property, in 1964,89 and the Supreme Court applied it in Goldberg v. Kelly 90 in 1970, where it held that a welfare recipient was entitled to an evidentiary hearing before his benefits were terminated.
It soon developed that where state positive law created an expectation of tenure in one's public job, the constitutional guarantee of due process governed the manner in which this tenure could be removed. 9 ' Until recently it was unclear whether that guarantee had any content outside the procedural provisions of the positive law that created the entitlement in the first place. Justice Rehnquist, writing for a plurality of three in Arnett v. Kennedy, 92 stated that the law establishing a property right also established the process that was due on its removal.
Wayne Kennedy, the plaintiff in Arnett, was fired on the authority of a federal statute providing that civil service employees could only be dismissed for cause, but were not entitled to a hearing until after they were discharged. The plurality held that Kennedy had a limited property right in his job that "was itself conditioned by the procedural limitations which had accompanied the grant of that interest." 3 On the "may have a constitutional right to talk politics but he has no constitutional right to be a policeman" 'Property' cannot be defined by the procedures provided for its deprivation any more than can life or liberty. The right to due process 'is conferred, not by legislative grace, but by constitutional guarantee. While the legislature may elect not to confer a property interest in [public] employment, it may not constitutionally authorize the deprivation of such an interest, once conferred, without appropriate procedural safeguards.' 6 The Court held that two school district employees had been denied due process because they were fired, under an Ohio civil service statute, without a pretermination opportunity to respond to the charges against them.
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B. The Public Employee's Liberty Interest
While it is fairly settled as to how a property right in a public job can be created, 98 an employee's job status is not the only interest at stantive right is inextricably intertwined with the limitations on the procedures which are to be employed in determining that right, [an employee] ... must take the bitter with the sweet." Id. at 153-54. This position received some support in Bishop v. Wood, 426 U.S. 341, 343-47 (1976) (no property right exists where state law first requires some guarantee of permanence, and statute creating interest merely prescribes procedures to be followed in effecting discharge).
" Justice Powell and Blackmun concurred in part and concurred in the result in part, 416 U.S. at 167, but did not join the "bitter with the sweet" part of the majority opinion, see supra note 93; Justice White concurred with part of the majority opinion and dissented in part, 416 U.S. at 188; Justice Marshall wrote a dissenting opinion joined by Justices Douglas and Brennan, id. at 211.
" 470 U.S. 532 (1985) . Id. at 541 (quoting Arnett, 416 U.S. at 167 (Powell, J., concurring in part and concurring in result in part)).
9 Id. at 547. The fact that Loudermill involved a state rather than a federal statute helps somewhat to explain the difference in result between this case and Arnett. Justices Powell and Blackmun probably gave greater weight to the judgment of Congress than to that of the Ohio legislature in determining whether the process available under the statute was all that was "due." See Arnett, 416 U.S. at 169 n.4 (noting federal government's general policy of not giving pretermination evidentiary hearings, emphasizing federal government's efficiency interest).
8 See Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 577 (1972) (property interest must be grounded in some form of positive law); Perry v. Sindermann, 408 U.S. 593, 601 (1972) (property interest in a job can arise from "mutually explicit understandings" stake when discipline or discharge is based on a drug test. The Supreme Court has recognized that marking a citizen with a "badge of infamy" infringes her liberty and thus implicates the due process clause. 99 In fact, the Loudermill opinion mentioned the restrictive effect a wrongful discharge can have on an employee: "While a fired worker may find employment elsewhere, doing so will take some time and is likely to be burdened by the questionable circumstances under which he left his previous job."°°T Damaging an employee's reputation is not the only way a termination decision can deprive her of liberty. The concept of self-determination, a vital part of political liberty, is a reflection of the moral value of individual dignity."' If the state denies a person any means of influencing decisions that affect her, it denigrates the value of that person as an individual. Therefore, freedom from arbitrary administrative decisions, or the right to procedural protections, safeguards personal dignity and can be seen as a substantive liberty right. 1 08
There may be another constitutionally-protected interest in one's job. Depriving someone of her job impairs her ability to enjoy life, thus, arguably, implicating the "life" interest that goes hand in hand with "liberty" and "property" in the due process clauses.' 0 9 Like the substantive right to freedom from arbitrary administrative decisionmaking, this "life interest" in employment has not received judicial recognition. However, constitutional analysis has often changed as new social institutions, not contemplated by earlier interpretation, have appeared. The widespread testing of employees' bodily fluids is a phenomenon unprecedented in our history, as was the wide distribution of government benefits Reich described in The New Property.' 11 Accordingly, it would be appropriate for the courts to expand the range of interests they consider, when determining both whether a deprivation has occurred and what process is due before the government can legally carry out such a deprivation.
C. Determining What Process is Due: Mathews v. Eldridge and its Offspring
According to the Supreme Court, the elements of procedural due process are notice and the opportunity to be heard."' The right to respond to the charges against one arises before the protected interest is terminated. As the Court made clear in Loudermill, "[tihe tenured public employee is entitled to oral or written notice of the charges against him, an explanation of the employer's evidence, and an opportunity to present his side of the story."" ' The law creating the protected interest does not determine what constitutes sufficient opportunity to present the employee's case.""
The required pretermination procedure need not be a full evidentiary hearing in all cases. In determining whether the Constitution requires a given procedure, the Supreme Court in each situation will apply the balancing test articulated in Mathews v. Eldridge." 5 The analysis considers three interests: First, the private interest that will be affected by the official action; second, the risk of erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and finally, the Government's interest, including the function involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that the additional or substitute procedural requirement would entail." 6 tlement theory in Goldberg and the cases that followed it). 
DRUGS
This Part first looks at the governmental interest in speedy removal of unsatisfactory employees-in this context, those who impair safety, efficiency, or security by using illegal drugs. While the general goal of "achieving a drug-free [public] workplace" 1 21 does require the dismissal of employees who are unable or unwilling to stop using drugs, this goal can still be met regardless of some administrative delay in the final dismissal of such workers. 22 The Grateful Dead's vision of Casey Jones "Driving that train/ High on cocaine" 123 has become all too true. 124 But employee drug abuse poses dangers other than intoxicated railroad engineers. Recent revelations of government personnel selling national security information purely for profit 25 raise the possibility of employees resorting to espionage or theft to support expensive drug habits. Safety, efficiency, and security concerns constitute the governmental-interest side of the Mathews test. The rest of this section will discuss the risk of error inherent in currently available drug testing methods, and the procedures that will be necessary in order to protect the strong individual interests jeopardized by these tests.
A. Risk of Error
Several methods of testing urine for the presence of drug metabolites 1 2 are in widespread use. Not surprisingly, the cheapest and easiest of these tests to administer, and thus the most often used, are the least reliable. However, even the most sophisticated methods cannot guarantee 100 percent accuracy, and even when a positive test result is accurate, it is not always clear what that means. 1 2 7
Testing Methods
The easiest and cheapest urinalysis methods are immunoassays, the most widespread being the Enzyme-Multiplied Immunoassay Technique ("EMIT") designed by the Syva Corporation,' 28 and the other being Radioimmunoassay ("RIA") performed with kits available from several manufacturers. These tests measure the presence of a specific chemical substance. A portion of the urine specimen is added to a also has an interest in keeping qualified people at work and off the welfare rolls). [Vol. 135:1623 solution containing an antibody 2 9 and a known drug. If the drug being sought is present in the urine, it displaces the known drug and binds itself to the antibody. The amount of the displaced drug is then measured, yielding the amount of the sought drug in the urine."' Thin-layer chromatography ("TLC") and gas chromatography ("GC") separate different compounds within the specimen, and identify them by various characteristics such as the rate at which they react with another compound.
13 1 These methods require more expensive equipment and more time than do the immunoassays, and must be done under laboratory conditions. 1 2 Mass spectrometry ("MS") is a highly sophisticated identification technique that yields a permanent graphic representation of a compound's characteristics."
3 MS is often used in combination with gas chromatography, forming the GC/MS method.""
Reliability of These Methods
Immunoassay tests carry a strong risk of "false positives," or erroneous indications that a particular drug is present in the urine. Part of this risk is attributable to cross-reactivity, or the inability to distinguish between the drug being measured and other drugs that can cause similar reactions with the test compound.
5 EMIT has been found to be independent expert can review. 15 ' But even GC/MS is not free from error. It is known to misidentify some corm pounds, and the high level of training required to perform the test makes it all the more likely that a misidentification will occur.' 52 Given the probability of false positives from immunoassays as screening tests, failure to confirm such a result through a separate analytic technique presents an intolerable chance of falsely indicating illegal drug use by an employee. A positive result from one of these tests is tantamount to an accusation by an informer who is known to lie a significant percentage of the time. Due process would seem to require more evidence than that before an employee is terminated. Specifically, the high degree of reliability desired in such cases requires confirmation of positive immunoassay results by chromatographic means (as long as no equally accurate methods have been developed) before final action can be taken against any employee.' 53 Furthermore, any test used as the basis for a personnel action must be done in a lab meeting preset standards for employee training and quality control.' 54 Absent these conditions, the "risk of error" branch of the Mathews test carries almost dispositive weight.
Interpretation of a True Positive Result
Even if the initial positive result is accurate, or, accurate or not, is confirmed by further testing, this does not necessarily mean the employee is the menace to the public safety, or workplace safety, or efficiency that the test is meant to detect. Traces of marijuana remain in urine for weeks, so it is possible that a positive result for marijuana indicates off-duty use not affecting the employee's job performance. 152 See COURTROOM ToXIOLOGY, supra note 128, at § 23.08 (GC/MS requires a highly trained operator for reliable results); Confirmation, supra note 136, at 499 (GC/MS erroneously found THC in two samples out of 30 tested, perhaps because of sensitivity of instruments); Comment, supra note 132, at 398 (describing possible laboratory problems affecting reliability of test).
153 Cf 49 C.F.R. § 219.307(b) (1986) (Federal Railroad Administration effectively requires such confirmation by mandating retesting by a "method capable of providing quantitative data specific to the drug (or metabolite(s)) detected"). Although a blood test could confirm intoxication, no urine test can show how recently marijuana was ingested.' 5 6 On the other hand, there is speculation that the body retains the psychoactive ingredient of marijuana long after the last inhalation, possibly causing impairment for days after the user notices any effect.'1 7 A test of pilots in a flight simulator showed impairment even twenty-four hours after smoking marijuana; one of the pilots, who reported no awareness of any intoxication, missed the runway completely.' 58 Notwithstanding the disturbing implications of this experiment, medical findings concerning the duration of the effects of marijuana use remain inconclusive.' 5 9 A positive urinalysis result, therefore, is not conclusive proof that an employee is impaired on the job. Research indicates that urinalysis also cannot discern active smoking of marijuana and hashish from passive inhalation, or the inhalation of smoke from the use of the drug by others.' 60 An employee could become impaired through passive inhalation,' 6 ' and a positive test for marijuana would not show why she was impaired. But involuntary exposure to the drug hardly seems to justify discharge or discipline. A nonsmoker can test positive through EMIT several days after passive inhalation.
6 2 Similarly, ingestion of poppy seeds in food can cause one to test positive for morphine or heroin, even when TLC or GC/MS is used.' 63 These coninafter Urinary Marijuana Levels] ("Urinary excretion of cannabinoids persists for roughly 3 weeks after supervised abstinence . . . ."); Comment, supra note 132, at 397 (Although THC, the intoxicating ingredient in marijuana, is present only during the intoxicated state, the THC metabolite, a by-product of THC, remains in the body for an extended period.). 15I See, e.g., 49 C.F.R. § 219.309(b)(2) (1986) (the urine test "cannot distinguish between recent use off the job and current impairment"). If a federal railroad employee provides a blood test, it removes the presumption of impairment that would result from a positive urine test. See id. 157 See Urinary Marijuana Levels, supra note 155, at 1197. 
B. The Employee's Interest
An employee whose urinalysis indicates illegal drug use has several interests that would be irreparably damaged if she were fired, even if she were reinstated on a post-termination finding that the urinalysis result was false. Primarily, she has a property interest in her continued income, but income is not the only thing at stake. The employee also has a strong interest in "the continuation of the opportunity to perform meaningful and fulfilling work." 1 4 The importance of these interests implies a need for full determination of facts before the employee is discharged.
The fact-finding effort should be careful and serious. A deep stigma, especially among employers, still attaches to people branded as drug users. 1 6 5 An employee discharged as the result of a drug test could find herself unable to find work elsewhere because of the circumstances of her discharge. 66 ' The order provides that, before a testing program can begin, employees must receive sixty days' advance notice and an opportunity to submit medical documentation supporting the legitimate use of specific drugs, or voluntarily to obtain assistance for a drug problem. In addition, each agency's program must include procedures for retesting, confidentiality, and the retention of test records and specimens. 3 C.F.R. 224 (1987). The procedural requirements discussed infra notes 177-203 and accompanying text apply to the way in which federal agencies should implement the order and state agencies should implement their own drug testing programs. The Department of Health and Human Services announced government-wide guidelines for implementing [Vol. 135:1623 an illegal drug user is "not suitable for [flederal employment," 6 9 other employers, following the federal government's example, may be reluctant to hire her.
An employee who does not use drugs certainly has an interest in avoiding this stigma. But it is also possible for a real drug user, even an addict, to be a completely stable worker.
1 70 Since urinalysis "indicates nothing more than the presence or absence of drugs [,] . . provides no information about the pattern of use[,1 and cannot distinguish between the occasional user unfortunate enough to have indulged just before the test and the chronic abuser," 7 an employee who is never impaired on the job could erroneously be held responsible for being part of the "drug problem." Such a branding arguably infringes a liberty interest. 1 This is not to suggest that a properly-confirmed true-positive urinalysis result cannot raise a presumption that the employee in question is impaired in the performance of her duties. Especially if the detected drug is an addictive one, there is at least a substantial possibility that its use will affect the employee's job performance. 173 However, the very real possibility that such drug use has no adverse effect on the particular employee's performance means that the presumption should be rebuttable. If the employee can show that she has never displayed the poor productivity, unsafe work habits, and other bad traits against which employee drug testing is meant to protect, 174 lumping her together with those who do exhibit such traits may well be an arbitrary deprivation of her liberty interest in her reputation.
The stigma accompanying a drug-based firing is not the only consequence of drug testing that can affect an employee's liberty. Liberty is also affected when the employee has a choice between termination and entering counselling or medical treatment as part of an employee assistance program ("EAP"). 1 " Requiring a person to undergo such treatment invades her personal autonomy, especially when the counselling or treatment is unnecessary. 7 6 Requiring her to enter such a program as a condition of keeping her job, without first affording her procedural protections, forces her to choose between losing her job and accepting a deprivation of liberty without due process of law. The Supreme Court has held that the government cannot condition public employment on the surrender of a constitutional right. 7 ' Thus, before an employer can force an employee to choose between termination and rehabilitation, the Constitution requires some kind of fact-finding procedure to confirm that the employee does, in fact, require rehabilitation. As we shall see below, once there has been a procedurally adequate finding that an employee has used drugs, the option of undergoing treatment can be an indispensable method of determining whether the employee is suitable for continued employment. We have seen that there are several employee interests that require procedural safeguards to protect them from unjustified infringement. The following section proposes specific measures that are necessary to protect these interests adequately. It also argues that the phenomenon of drug testing calls for the courts to broaden their analysis of what process is due before the government deprives its employees of these interests.
C. Proposed Minimum Requirements of Procedural Due Process
This discussion of specific procedural requirements focuses on the period after a positive initial test result has been obtained. To avoid stigmatizing an employee undeservedly, the employer should keep positive test results strictly confidential until a final determination has been made as to discipline. Since an employee's legal status does not change except with discharge, it may be that, under Paul v. Davis, 178 Alternatively, it can be argued that Paul was an anomaly and inconsistent with previous cases 80 and that an employee should have the same kind of hearing before her positive result is announced as she deserves before being disciplined or fired.
Because of the uncertain reliability of the testing methods and the relative weight of the employee's interests that are at stake, the aforementioned hearing should include a full opportunity for the employee to present evidence. The employee should at least have a chance to show the absence of on-the-job impairment. This will usually be impossible to show conclusively, because of the difficulty of proving a negative. Nonetheless, it may be possible to convince an administrative decisionmaker that the employee's use of, for example, marijuana, was an isolated instance that did not affect her work performance. In this situation, the employee has grounds to argue that termination, or even harsh discipline, is unnecessary. 1 81 In most cases, the real value of an evidentiary hearing is in allowing the employee to impeach the accuracy of the test result. There is judicial support for the argument that due process requires the employer to preserve the urine specimen for the employee to have retested if she so chooses. 182 Submission of a new specimen some time after the original test would be insufficient to rebut the original test result because the absence of drug metabolites from the second sample could indicate merely that the employee stopped taking drugs until retesting. Therefore, there is value in preserving the original specimen for retesting.
The requirement of a pretermination hearing does not mean that bus drivers who test positive for drug use must remain on duty throughout the administrative process. But even when public safety argues for an employee's removal with a minimum of delay, suspension or transfer to a less sensitive position pending a final determination would be more consistent with due process than would summary discharge. 88 On the issue of whether the employee actually used drugs, the standard of proof at the hearing should be high, notwithstanding a tendency to demand a relatively low measure of proof in the private sector. Arbitrators are often faced with challenges to the discharge of employees based on contractual prohibitions of drug use. Many arbitrators in drug-related discipline cases merely require that they be "convinced" that the grievant in fact used drugs, usually meaning by a preponderance of the evidence." 8 But some interpret this standard as being the same as "clear and convincing evidence" in other contexts. 185 The standard can be somewhat lower when there will be an immediate public safety risk if the employee is in fact impaired. 8 ' This arbitration approach, dealing mainly with private employers, does not consider the exceptional relationship between a government agency and its employees. The relation of the government to an individual has implications for personal liberty that are absent from the private-sector employment relationship." 8 ' The special nature of the government-individual relationship means that the government must act with a higher degree of certainty than does a private employer when it deprives a citizen of a state-created interest.
The degree of certainty must be especially high when the deprivation is based on a finding that the employee has committed an illegal act. 88 Accordingly, a public employer should bear the burden of proving drug use by a standard that at least approaches "beyond a reasonable doubt. , 1986 ) (Wren, Arb.) (Where the grievant was fired for using cocaine on the job, the arbitrator declined to apply a standard of proof higher than to a preponderence because use of cocaine was not malum in se. The arbitrator distinguished this situation from those in which an employee discharged, for example, for dishonesty or theft would have difficulty finding other employment. This may have been an unrealistic view of the position of an announced drug user in the job market. action for a due process violation where administrative board made findings of criminal guilt without affording the individuals in question the full right to cross-examine witnesses. The Court remanded to the district court to determine whether due process required that all the procedural protections available to a criminal defendant be present in the administrative proceeding.); Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420, 488 (1960) (Frankfurter, J., concurring in the result) (if administrative body were accusing individuals of illegal activity, "the rigorous protections relevant to criminal prosecutions might well be the controlling starting point" for assessing the adequacy of that body's procedures).
[Vol. 135:1623 mass spectrum, showing compounds in the urine with characteristics unique to the particular drug in question. Along with the chance to retest the urine specimen itself," 8 9 the employee must have the opportunity to inquire into the testing procedure to evaluate whether proper laboratory techniques were used. 90 The above procedure only applies to proof of past drug use. To avoid merely punitive use of drug testing, due process requires a demonstration that the employee will continue to be a threat to the employer's legitimate interests. Proving that the employee used drugs does not necessarily mean that she will be such a threat. But even if proof of drug use raises a presumption of continued impairment, an employee must have adequate opportunity to rebut this presumption. We will now examine a procedural requirement that would serve the purposes of the due process guarantee while respecting both the public and individual interests that employee drug testing affects.
The federal government and many private businesses provide programs for employees to get counselling or other treatment for chemical dependency."" These employee assistance programs, or EAPs, have been found to save employers money by improving productivity and employee morale. Instead of firing an employee who has a drug problem and hiring an untrained replacement, the business gets back the experienced employee after rehabilitation. 92 Arbitrators sometimes hold that when an employer has an EAP, an employee found to be using drugs must have the option of entering rehabilitation rather than being dismissed. 9 Such a requirement with regard to public employees is sound public policy. It serves the agency's, and thus the public's, interest in retaining experienced personnel, and it furthers the employee's interests * See supra note 182 and accompanying text.
o See Banks v. FAA, 687 F.2d 92, 94 (5th Cir. 1982) (due process requires greater opportunity to inquire into testing procedures and cross-examine laboratory director when urinalysis results were the only evidence leading to discharges). It may not be necessary to afford an employee the most stringent procedural safeguards when she has been criminally indicted on drug charges arising from the same incident or circumstances that motivated the employer to test; cf. Hatteras v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., 774 F.2d 1341, 1344 (5th Cir. 1985) (no pretermination hearing required where telephone service was terminated after customer-operator of an escort service-was indicted for prostitution). Lewis by allowing her both to keep her job and lose her drug dependency. Moreover, the EAP option reduces the danger that drug testing will be used merely as an instrument of punishment.
I See
Legislation can make an EAP option mandatory. For example, the New Jersey legislature recently passed a bill requiring public employers who do drug testing to grant a leave of absence for rehabilitation to an employee whose test results are positive.
1 94 But a statutory requirement is, obviously, not necessarily a constitutional one. Is a public employer required to offer an employee the opportunity for rehabilitation as a matter of constitutional due process?
Analyzed by the traditional "root requirement" of procedural due process, notice and hearing, 195 the answer appears to be a clear "no." However, proving the employee's unwillingness or inability to stop taking drugs is part of showing her unfitness for public service." 9 ' Whether the burden to prove or disprove this unfitness is on the employer or employee, the best procedure for meeting the burden is an EAP.
Since drug addiction is a "handicap" under the Rehabilitation Act ' 19 and various state handicap discrimination statutes," 9 ' employers have a duty of reasonable accommodation to the addict's problem. 9 This statute-based duty probably requires employers to provide EAP options. 2 00 An expansive interpretation of the due process protection may mean that the Constitution requires the same.
The Supreme Court has long recognized that procedural due process requirements are flexible, adapting over time to specific situations. 2 01 Commentators have argued that "[d]ue process need be flexible mainly in terms of the specific procedures that courts require. The values that the clause represents, on the other hand, are more enduring.
Once the values are discerned, a court's task is to assess the manner in which these values may best be realized. 2 0 2 Do the values that the due process clauses represent demand that a public employee not be deprived of her job without an opportunity to show she can stay off drugs?
One of the dominant purposes of procedural due process is reducing the risk of factual error when deciding whether a deprivation is justified. 20 3 If the purpose of detecting employee drug use is to identify those employees who pose a risk to public safety or the integrity of the employing agency, the EAP option helps considerably to realize this goal. Once an employee has recovered from a drug habit or other pattern of abuse, she has shown that she is fit to return to duty. On the other hand, if the employee were simply fired, the employing agency would have no way of knowing whether or not she could have been salvaged as an effective member of the workforce. Discharge without the option of rehabilitation is not the best way to determine who is permanently unsuitable for public service.
The EAP option is an appropriate procedural requirement whether or not the initial proof of drug use raises a presumption of future impairment. If there is no such presumption, an EAP option is the best way for the employer to show the employee's unwillingness or inability to stop using drugs. And if the employee is subject to such a presumption, the EAP option is necessary because it is the only effective "hearing" by which she can overcome the presumption.
CONCLUSION
While the rulings of various courts differ as to the circumstances under which public employers may and may not test their employees for drug use, it is likely that many categories of public employees, especially those whose jobs directly affect public safety, will remain subject to drug urinalysis testing. The prospect of losing one's job as the result of being identified as an illegal drug user jeopardizes some of an individual's most fundamental interests: income security, the opportunity the conditions prevailing during the cold war period, designating an organization as subversive presented an exceptional hardship to the organization requiring special procedures before the hardship was imposed). for fulfilling work, and the liberty to move freely in the job market.
Because of the weight of these interests, the judicial assessment of drug testing in prisoner discipline cases 2 '" is not applicable to the public employment context. Such analysis is not sensitive enough to the questionable reliability of the scientific methods currently in use. A careful balancing of the government interests involved against the individual interests discounted by the risk of error, as prescribed in Mathews v. Eldridge, 2 " suggests that stringent confirmation requirements must be met before any employment action begins against an employee testing positive. Due process allows no final termination before the employee has had a full opportunity to challenge the test results.
Finally, because of the unprecedented nature of the government effort to detect drug abuse among public employees, the traditional concept of an "opportunity to be heard" should be expanded. Requiring an employer to disprove, or offering an employee the chance to prove, her willingness to change, before dismissing her as unsuitable for public employment, advances the notions of factual certainty and fairness that the constitutional guarantee of due process exists to serve.
